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Come Taste With Me—Part Two 
 

For those of you who have wondered, “Does he really smell and taste all of that stuff in the 
wine?” Well, some of you recently had a chance to find out.  
 
A couple of weeks ago, I led a wine tasting at a local market in Potomac, MD, where I was 
sampling four wines. I thought it would be fun to taste the wines alongside enthusiastic 
consumers and then share my reviews along with some of their comments with listeners. 
 
Here are my reviews followed by some of my favorite comments: 
  
All year long, I have been extolling the virtues of wines coming out of Spain and Portugal. The 
2011 Paco & Lola Albariño from the Salnés Valley in the northwestern part of Spain is one 
of the many reasons why. Clean and bright, it offers up aromas of white orchard fruit and 
lemon pie on the nose. The palate is clean and textured with delineated flavors of pineapple, 

mango and kiwi on the front of the tongue and refreshing citrus flavors on the long and mineral-laden 
finish. $17 
 
Carolyn G.: “Nice and crisp. Reminds me of green apples. I like the finish. It reminds me of summer. 
 
If you’re looking for a wine with a bit of pedigree, then you’ll love the wines of Louis Martini. Martini 
immigrated to the United States from Italy in 1899 and opened his eponymous winery in 1933. He 
firmly believed that the best wine could only be made from the best grapes. The 2013 Louis M. Martini 
Sonoma County Cabernet Sauvignon is produced using grapes from several of the county’s most 
prestigious vineyards, whose unique characteristics were combined to create a rich, superbly balanced 
Cabernet Sauvignon. The wine offers ripe flavors of blackcurrant and jammy black plum accented by 
notes of rich vanilla, toasty oak and baking spice. The round, plush mouthfeel offers firm structure 
framed by a fruit-focused finish. $18 
 
Jennifer A. – “This would be good with pizza.” 
 
Howard M. – “Pretty good – nice and fruity. I like the smooth finish” 
 
Wine producer Michael Pozzan sources some of the best wines from select vineyards throughout Napa 
and Sonoma valleys. His collection of wines is named in honor of his beloved grandmother, Annabella 
and represent not only quality, but value as well. The 2011 Annabella Cabernet Sauvignon from Napa 
Valley, California expresses deep Bordeaux-like nose of plum, cassis and pencil lead aromas. The palate 
is full of dark fruit, such as blackberry, black current and black cherry. Dusty tannins and toasted oak 
support the fruit-rich wine on a medium frame all the way through the spice-laden finish. $19 
 
Janice M. – “This is good. It tastes like plums and cherries. The finish is long and delicious.” 
 
More than 20 years ago, the Duckhorn Wine Company decided to launch a new project that would offer 
quality wines at a reasonable price. Since then, Decoy has established a reputation for value. The 2013 
Decoy Pinot Noir from Sonoma County, California is a beneficiary of the talent, experience and 
expertise of all four Duckhorn Wine Company winemakers, each of whom has a unique area of 
specialization. This pretty pinot offers lovely aromas of fresh-picked strawberry and blueberry with 
subtle hints of lavender on the nose. In the mouth, perfectly balanced acidity and well-integrated 
French oak underscore the bright fruit flavors of strawberry, cherry and smoky forest floor to create an 
elegantly structured wine. $24 
Mark G. – “This is really good. Nice. Smooth. Probably what I am going to serve at Thanksgiving.” 
 
Susan S. – “I like the pretty cherry, strawberry and cola flavors. There’s a hint of spice on the finish and 
the acidity is bright and adds balance.” NOTE: I think I love Susan… 


